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Do airports mean what they say?

(in 15 minutes..)



  

Method: structural analysis of airport space
From the passenger and the builder's viewpoint



  

Research questions 1

Do the traveller's and designer's viewpoints match? [no]

Are there informative asymmetries? [yes]



  

Research question 2

Does this informative asymmetry have the power to 
induce [encode] new behaviors in travellers?

Is the “structure structurée” also a “structure structurante”?



  

Semantics: signs → designata (objects, meanings)

Syntactics: signs → signs

Pragmatics: signs → interpreters (persons)

Charles W. Morris



  

What airports say
(to us)

Semantics: freedom

Syntactics: flow & security

Pragmatics: “take flight”



  

What airports mean
(for those who build them)

Semantics: captivity

Syntactics: disciplinary & theatrical world

Pragmatics: “keep calm and buy”



  

<syntax>



  

Airport



  

Airport



  

 Airside

Landside



  

Shops

SecurityImmigration



  

<pragmatics>

[Part one: decoding passengers behavior]



  
(Crawford and Melewar 2003)

Impulse
(unplanned)
Purchase



  

~ 50% of revenues are “non aeronautical”:  food and beverage, shops, park, rents, advertising



  

Captive customer

SecurityImmigration

+stress



  

«To maximize performance and profitability 
an impulse strategy 
should permeate 

all elements of airport retail activities»

(Volkova,2009)



  

International airports are considered attractive [..] 
due to the high guaranteed footfall, high sales per 
area and the fact that there is what is considered 
to be a ‘captive’ audience. 

This is especially the case with passengers as 
they are forced to stay in the environment until 
their flight is called with little or no diversions 
except to shop.

(Crawford & Melewar 2003)



  

OK,
since we need security barriers, 

why bother
if this boosts revenues?



  

for security reasons
shops should not be placed 

after
security barriers

<syntax error>



  

http://terminalcornucopia.com/#weapons

(Evan Booth 2013)



  

Moreover
this kind of security just doesn't work

<semantic error>



  

According to 2 reports to Congress [TSA] 
“with a budget of $5.5 billion per Year, [...] has not led to 

demonstrably improved protection of planes from 
dangerous objects”

(Poole 2009:267)



  

Our current response to terrorism 
is a form of "magical thinking"

(Schneier 2009)



  

When people are scared, they need something done that will make them feel 
safe, even if it doesn't truly make them safer. 

Politicians naturally want to do something in response to crisis, even if that 
something doesn't make any sense 

(Schneier 2003:38)

some countermeasures provide the feeling of security instead of reality. 
These are nothing more than security theatre. 

(Schneier 2009)



  

“Airport security” is a simulacrum

/security/ → /security theatre/



  

<pragmatics>

[Part two: encoding passengers behavior]



  



  

Richard Colvin Reid,  December 22, 2001, volo 63 Parigi – Miami



  



  

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2010/11/

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2010/11/


  



  



 



  

Airport environment 
subverts established social practices

What is sanctioned outside 
becomes prescribed inside



  

 «From the master of discipline to him who is
subjected to it the relation is one of signalization: it is a 

question not of understanding the injunction but of
perceiving the signal and reacting to it immediately, 
according to a more or less artificial, prearranged

Code» 

(Foucault 1975)



  

 faire passer dans la pierre 
l'intelligence de la discipline 

(Lucas 1836)

Placer le corps dans un petit monde de signaux à chacun 
desquels est attachée une réponse obligée 

(Foucault 1975)



  

Will the same or similar signaling environment 
trigger the same behavioral response?

e.g. “Big Events”



  

Thank you
Questions?


